non-magnet1c metals' sugrests that the success o~ the rigid-band model for Ni is fortuitous. More recent experi-.,1,9/ ments ~ moreover suggest that d-band ~illing is less important than local environment effects in reducing the.alloy magnetization.
Un~ortunately, the fully self-consistent calculation of electronic properties of random transition-metal alloys
is not yet feasible, despite recent progress~0/~"'. Some magneiic CPA calculations have been performed fc~ simple model Ha::-:cil tonian~y, but these have not in~lc :.ecr -3- hybridization between the sp and ~ bands. Such hybridization is crucial for a realistic physical description, as we see below.
In order to exam1ne the basic physical mechanisms responsible for the extinqtion of ferromagnetism in the Ni-Cu alloys, and to ga1n some idea of their relative importance, we have therefore. calculated the electronic and magnetic properties of some ordered Ni-Cu alloys.
Specifically, we consider thos€ geometries which can be rebresented with a four-atom supercell, the conventional cubic cell for the fcc lattice. Here LIElS the on-site P.otential shift for ad orbital eva of symmeTry v and SDln a, measured relative to the value (2) for the Dure paramagnetic metal.
By md we denote the spin vo polarize. -cion ( nd -nd-,;::;. ) in c:he c orbital oc-s~rmmetry v at _
VC
Vu -given si-ce, and mda = 6mdva· The total d occupancy at the site is denoted by (nd=Z ndva ), and the value for the respective vo pure me-cc.l is nd.
Quantities for s and E orbitals are similarl:.r defined.
In (2), ~refers to the entire sp complex.
We define U as the on-site direct Coulomb integral between c orbitals of the same symmetrv (rescaled by correlation effects, see below); U' is the integral between (100) layers of Ni and Cu on the underlying fcc lattice. We restrict consideration to only ferromagnetic and oaramagnetic states.
RESULTS
Our results are summarized in Table I and Figure 1 .
For each alloy, We omit further discussion of quantities projecte= at the Cu sites.
In We believe this DOS "shape" effect to be a crucial facto:c for magnetism in Ni alloys, and the failure to mimic the detailed shape of the alloy DOS is the major barrier to relating our results quantitatively to the random alloy. ( 4 ) of the DOS (the Cud-band contribution at Er is negligible). In fact, it is easy to show that for the Stoner rigidband model, given a ~-band hybridized with a conduction band (whose spin polarization and exchan~e interaction may be neglected), the Stoner susceptibility formula ( 5) should be replaced by ( 6 ) where Returning to Table I , we see that the Ni 3 Cu structure has a mo~ent per Ni atom which is 23% less than the Ni bulk.
The change in a is modest, and for the pure Ni DOS ( The small Ni-Ni coordination also narrows the band, furthe~ increasing the DOS at Ep, which is anomalously large (Table I) .
.L Even so, this structure is only precariously magnetic. For a less symmetric structure, with the same Ni-Ni coordination, the upper band edge would be less sharp, DCEr) would be smaller, and the. system vJOuld be paramagnetic.
To illus~rate this point, we note that in another calculatio~using the same Hamiltonian, we found that a Ni atom at a (100) Ni-Cu interface has a moment 0.28 ~8 .
In that case the Ni-Ni coordination at the site is 8, as -14--for the Ni 3 cu structure here, yet the high-symmetry Ni 3 Cu alloy has a much larger Ni moment, 0.47 llB· We ·should add that. the local symmetry of the structure may affect not only the DOS, but also the degree of hybridization of the local sp and ~ bands.
For the NiCu 3 structure, the Ni atom has no Ni neighbors, and the situation is similar t6 the low-Niconcentration limit. The Ni DOS is extremely narrow, but EF lies in the high-energy -tail of the DOS, so Dd(EF) lS quite small, and the alloy is .paramagnetic. Also the very small value of a (Table I) Energy (eV) Figure 1 
